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The Burger King rebrand celebrates its design

history and irreverent personality

The fast food chain’s first redesign in over �� years brings back a ��s logo and
introduces a brand font inspired by the shape of its burgers, with a rich new
colour palette, to create a more digital-friendly identity.
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UPDATE: This article has been added to, following a more in-depth interview with
Raphael Abreu, global head of design for Restaurant Brands International, Burger
King’s parent company.

Burger King has unveiled its first complete rebrand in over �� years, a revamp of its
entire identity to make it more modern, digital-friendly, and in tune with the brand’s
irreverent personality. The new identity – designed by the in-house creative team
together with JKR New York over two years – features a new logo, which in fact,
returns to an old logo first used in the late ��s. Said logo depicts its word mark in
bubbly type between two buns, but the new version subtly tweaks the type, shape
and colour. It also includes a new brand font called Flame, designed to mimic the
shapes of Burger King food, as well as an updated colour palette, set of photographic
assets, and redesigned uniforms and packaging.

The first iteration of this logo first launched in ���� and, with some minor tweaks,
remained until ����, when the existing logo was brought in. This added a slight serif
to the type and put the word mark on a slant, making the buns subtly �D and
encasing the logo in a blue border. In this rebrand the blue is gone and the logo is
stripped back to its most gloriously retro essence, aiming to create a “minimalist”
icon that “seamlessly meets the brand evolution of the times and pays homage to the
brand heritage with a refined design that’s confident, simple and fun,” says a
statement from the company. The result is a symbol far better aligned with the
brand's image, visually combining mid-century flair with modern sensibilities.

“We redesigned our logo intentionally inspired by our identities from ���� to ����,
which were authentic, confident, simple, genuinely Burger King,” Raphael
Abreu, global head of design for Restaurant Brands International, Burger King’s
parent company, tells It's Nice That. “So we modernised a classic, making sure the
new design was long-lasting, timeless. We adjusted the bun shapes and proportions,
making it closer to our burgers. The type was streamlined, rounded but still keeping
some of our fun and friendly personality. We are extremely proud to be able to find
in our own history the path forward to our brand.”
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The Flame brand font family was designed by Colophon Foundry with three
variants: bold, regular and sans. It's inspired by the shapes of the restaurant’s food,
“rounded, bold, yummy,” continues the statement from BK, and aptly channels
elements of the brand’s tone of voice. Abreu adds in our interview that the team
“wanted a font that want make people take a bite out of it. We are also very playful
and bold in how we use the new font. There is a variable version where we stretch
and compress it and create expressive and impactful illustrations with it.”

Colours are “unapologetically rich and bold” drawn from the brand’s flame-grilling
process and ingredients, and named accordingly, Abreu adds: “Fiery Red, Flaming
Orange and BBQ Brown are part of our primary palette, which holds some equity
and has been in the brand for a while. Mayo Egg White, Melty Yellow and Crunchy
Green are our secondary palette."

Meanwhile the illustrations by Cachete Jack deftly convey that aforementioned
playfully irreverent personality, and photography is “hyper textured and dials up the
sensorial aspect of the food”. All these aspects have been designed with digital
platforms front of mind.
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The new uniform designs made in collaboration with Bryce Barnes are intended to
mix contemporary street style with comfort, emblazoned with distinctive colours
and graphics, while the packaging celebrates the newly revamped logo, alongside
playful illustrations of ingredients and an impactful use of the characterful new
typeface.
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G al l e ry

Burger King and JKR NY: Burger King rebrand (Copyright © Burger King, ����)

“Design is one of the most essential tools we have for communicating who we are
and what we value, and it plays a vital role in creating desire for our food and
maximising guests’ experience,” says Abreu. “The large majority of the elements
were completely reimagined. Since ���� when the previous logo was launched,
many things have changed in the world of brands and in Burger King. Today, brands
use the digital space as their playgrounds and a photogenic, digital-friendly identity
is needed more than ever. Back in ���� this was not a concern, we were using our
Nokia phones playing snake, that’s it!”

He adds that Burger King is reinventing its brand from the ground up, removing
flavours, colours and preservatives from artificial sources to all food in the menu,
heavily investing in technology to improve the guest experience in restaurants and
in mobile devices, and making some big commitments about sustainability on both
food, planet and communities fronts. “Considering all these changes, we thought
that the current visual identity wasn’t reflecting us as a brand anymore. And we
needed a visual expression that could dial up taste and quality through design.”

The new identity can already be spotted on the Burger King website, and will roll
out to everything from social media to menu boards and interiors at its ��,���
restaurants globally over the next few years.

Last year, JKR worked with another mega food brand, Heinz, to create its first ever
global masterbrand. It also revamped the identity of fast food chain Popeyes, also
owned by Restaurant Brands International.
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Jenny joined the editorial team as It’s Nice That’s first news editor in April ����.
Having studied �D Design, she has spent the last ten years working in design
journalism. Contact her with news stories relating to the creative industries on
jb@itsnicethat.com.
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Ext racurricular act iv it ies: creat ives on t he side-hust les which grew out  of
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Minimalist design has the max imum effect in United S odas of  America’s

branding
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Tomato Grotesk is a new typeface inspired by  a  pizza box
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